
 

 

 

MONO Residence Bangtao Beach 

 

Mono Residence Bangtao Beach Phuket, Private Pool Residence - Onsen Style, was designed under the 

concept of “ J a p a n e s e  A r t  D e c o”  – classic, elegant and simplicity of the Art Deco era with curves and 

straight lines, simple but solid. Also combined with modern stories in the Japanese style. The color are simple 

tone like black and white, elaborated with wood details to represent the light, fresh and spacious of nature. 

The concept design of Mono Residence is the functional of living design with a more relaxing corner. 

Maintaining a design concept that is thought of practicality and versatility, as is typical of The Attitude Club, 

adding a selling point with the fascinating of a private onsen pool in every room. In the atmosphere of resting 

like in Japan Giving a feeling of being close to nature, relaxing, inspiring and happiness living. 

In addition, it also adds a new dimension to reflect the Japanese style. By choosing burning wood in Japanese 

called YAKISUKI, the use of cedar wood to burn as an ancient production technique in Japan, to obtain a 

surface feature that different from charcoal and suitable for use in building wall paneling. With a unique 

technique that was invented for hundreds of years, which is one of the most effective methods for preserving 

natural wood quality. In addition to the exotic beauty of the wood burning fire, YAKISUKI fire wood also adds a 

special feature of fire protection, termite and insect protection as well as reduce twisting, shrinking and 

expansion of wood. 

Mono Residence Bangtao Beach Phuket has 136 units, which are divided into 1 bedroom (living area 35 

square meters) and 2 bedrooms (living area 62 square meters) starting at 2.59 million baht with public utilities 

consisting of Garden swimming pool, Sky bar, Sky pool, Fitness center, Lobby, Laundry room, Car parking, 

Standard CCTV camera and 24-hour security system 

Mono Residence also provide 7-8% guaranteed returns for 3 years to investors that managed the rental by 

Brown Staring, a subsidiary of The Attitude Club, with over 10 years of experience in rental management. 

For more information please contact 098 326 3265 

Project Website: www.monophuket.com 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/monophuket 


